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The round ceil is the predominant feature of the growth,

though there are a f ew oblong rather than spindie. In both types

the nuclci are large and f ragmentary f rom division and degen-
eratiofl.

Mitotic figures are few, and the character of the nucle] sug-
gests rapid and direct celi divisioni. In many nio protoplasm

cani be demonstrated, in others this is represented hy a narrow
margin staining f aintly with eosin.

The grouping of the celîs is in miany fields distinctly glandu-

lar. Within the sarcomiatous areas the blood vessels of the

stroma merge into large vascular spaces and, whiile lined in

somne places by a? thin, scarcely evident endothelium, usually the

tulmor celis f rom the sole wall to the blood channel.

Generally speaking the fields taken f rom different sections

correspond closely. Nowhere xvas there found any evidence

of other types of tissue, as muscle cells, cartilage, etc., nior were

there any remains of the kidney parenchyma within the areas

of new growth.
Sections taken f rom different areas f ailed to show any renal

tissue, with the exception of those taken f rom the suspicious

area close to the bordler mentioned in the gross description.

Here the growth is confined by strong fibrous bands. Beyona

this is an extensive area of sclerosis iii whichi figure only the

remains of tubules, and1( malpighiian bodies. Gradually the

amoutit of fibrosis lessens, and the parenchyma approaches to

the normal as the distance f rom the sarcoma celîs increases.

Invasion of the degenerated epithelium by fibro hlasts is shown

in ilany fields.
TEhe metastases in the luing show an almnost identical repro-

duction of the primary focus, in type of ceil and arrangement.

The only difference that mighit be noted is the absence of the

tougher fibrous tissue, the connective tissue beilig less in amnount

and more cellular in character.

\Vithi the idea of correlating some of the facts of the above

case, with those reported by others, I have attempted in the f ol-

lowing paragraphis to <leal iii a very incomplete fashion, with

sorte of the data compiled. At the present timie the clinical

management of renal growths does not seem to be founded

upon a definite pathological understanding of the conditions.

In this connection Bland Sutton. in his ' Tumors, Innocent and

Malignant " states that " it is earnestly to be hoped that in future
fiill details of every case may be recorded until sufficient accuý-

rate data shaîl have accumulated to allow of the formation of


